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Free Sample Quiz - Questions 
 

 

ROUND 1 - Feature Round – Repeat Repeat! 

Each one word answer has the same letter sequence repeated twice, for a two word answer the same word is 

repeated 

 

1 Which famous prison is located approximately 30 miles north of New York City on the banks of the 

Hudson River? 

 

2 With an upbeat rhythm, which type of (Latin) dance is said to be a combination of the Mambo and the 

American Swing? 

 

3 What breed of dog, originally from Northern China, is known there by a name which means ‘puffy-lion 

dog’ (Songshi Quan)? 

 

4 What name was given to the rebellion that took place during the 1950’s in Kenya against British rule?  

5 In the children’s TV series ‘Hector’s House’, which animal puppet shares its name with a chart topping 

singer? 

 

6 Which insect is responsible for spreading sleeping sickness?  

7 Which song title gave ‘The Mamas & The Papas’ their first UK top ten hit in 1966?  

8 Which British cricketer had three children, each of whom went on to represent England in their chosen 

sport at the age of 19? 

 

9 As played by Robin Williams, what words did Mork from Ork use as a greeting?  

10 British singer, songwriter, actress and TV personality, born Marie Macdonald Mclaughlin Lawrie, is 

better known by which name? 

 

 

 

 

 

ROUND 2 – General Knowledge 

 

1 In the UK armed forces what does the abbreviation NCO stand for?  

2 In computing, what are 8 bits equal to?  

3 In Greek mythology, what was left at the bottom of Pandora's Box after all the evils of the world had 

been released? 

 

4 Also known as Black Tuesday, what name is given to the events in the US which occurred on the New 

York Stock Exchange on 29th October 1929? 

 

5 In the human jaw what type of teeth are at either side of the incisors?  

6 Which country would a car come from with the registration code GBZ?   

7 Which German based company is known for its high quality Teddy Bears featuring their ‘Button in Ear’ 

trademark? 

 

8 The Kingdom of Tonga became known as the Friendly Islands because of the hospitable reception 

given to which famous explorer (on his first visit in 1773)? 

 

9 In tailoring, which distinctive V-shaped weaving pattern takes its name due to its resemblance to the 

skeletal appearance of a certain species of fish? 

 

10 Which city was regarded as the home of the UK Textile Manufacturing Industry earning it the nickname 

‘Cottonopolis’? 
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Free Sample Quiz - Questions  
 

 

ROUND 3 - Themed Round – Books and Literature 

 

1 In which famous novel does the heroine eventually marry Mr. Rochester?  

2 Which German authors were among the best-known storytellers of folk tales, and popularized stories 

such as ‘Cinderella’, ‘The Frog Prince’ and ‘Rumpelstiltskin’? 

 

3 In the rhyme ‘Oranges and Lemons’, how much are the Bells of St. Martins owed?  

4 According to Tennyson’s poem ‘The Charge of the Light Brigade’, how many horsemen rode into the 

valley of death? 

 

5 Which novel opens with the line, ‘All children except one grow up’?  

6 In literature, which novel begins with an alien invasion taking place in the Surrey town of Woking?  

7 In literature, which (Lewis Carroll) creature was slain with a vorpal blade near the Tumtum tree?  

8 Which crime novelist (famed for her Inspector Wexford books) also wrote thrillers under the pen name 

Barbara Vine?  

 

9 If you were reading about ‘The Glowing Juniper’, ‘The Kneeling Wheelbarrow’ and ‘The Rock ‘n’ 

Roller’, which adult book would you be reading? 

 

10 Flopsy, Mopsy and Cotton-Tail are the three sisters of which Beatrix Potter character?  

 

 

 

 

ROUND 4 – Pot Luck 

 

1 Which well-known song, first featured in a Hollywood musical, begins with the line 'There may be 

trouble ahead'? 

 

2 (Associated with the sport of fishing) which four-word expression is used to emphasize the fact that 

someone has been completely deceived or tricked?  

 

3 On clothing, what instruction is indicated by a square with a circle, either empty or with one or two dots 

inside?  

 

4 Created in 2012 and with a ceremony similar to the Oscars, who, or what, are the recipients of the 

‘Golden Collar Awards’? 

 

5 Often associated with bad luck, which Hebrew prophet gave his name to a book of the Old Testament?  

6 Generally associated with a raucous and undisciplined group, what phrase also describes a semi-

organised group of travelling supporters of the England Cricket team?  

 

7 Developed in Switzerland in the early 20th century, what type of exercise is also the name of a highly 

successful 1980’s pop duo?  

 

8 In Greek mythology Cerberus was the dog who guarded the entrance to Hades and is generally 

depicted with how many heads? 

 

9 What kind of fish shares its name with a type of hairstyle that was very popular during the 1980's?  

10 Assuming a clock chimes the number of times for the hour that it is, how many chimes in total would a 

chiming clock chime during a full day? 

 

 

TIEBREAKER: 

 

Re: Round 1, Q8 (Repeat Repeat!) 

Q. How many full England caps, in total, did Gary, Phil and Tracy Neville earn?  
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Free Sample Quiz – Questions and Answers 

 

 
 

ROUND 1 - Feature Round – Repeat Repeat! 

Each one word answer has the same letter sequence repeated twice, for a two word answer the same word is 

repeated 

 

1 Which famous prison is located approximately 30 miles north of New York City on 
the banks of the Hudson River? 

Sing Sing 
 

2 With an upbeat rhythm, which type of (Latin) dance is said to be a combination of 
the Mambo and the American Swing? 

Cha Cha 
 

3 What breed of dog, originally from Northern China, is known there by a name which 
means ‘puffy-lion dog’ (Songshi Quan)? 

Chow Chow 
 

4 What name was given to the rebellion that took place during the 1950’s in Kenya 
against British rule?  

Mau Mau 
 

5 In the children’s TV series ‘Hector’s House’, which animal puppet shares its name 
with a chart topping singer? 
(Kiki the frog and Singer Kiki Dee) 

Kiki 

6 Which insect is responsible for spreading sleeping sickness? Tsetse 

7 Which song title gave ‘The Mamas & The Papas’ their first UK top ten hit in 1966? Monday Monday 

8 Which British cricketer had three children, each of whom went on to represent 
England in their chosen sport at the age of 19? 
(Gary and Phil football, Tracy Netball) 

Neville Neville  
 

9 As played by Robin Williams, what words did Mork from Ork use as a greeting? Na-nu Na-nu 

10 British singer, songwriter, actress and TV personality, born Marie Macdonald 
Mclaughlin Lawrie, is better known by which name? 

Lulu  
 

 

 
 

ROUND 2 – General Knowledge 

 

1 In the UK armed forces what does the abbreviation NCO stand for? Non 
Commissioned 
Officer 

2 In computing, what are 8 bits equal to? One Byte 

3 In Greek mythology, what was left at the bottom of Pandora's Box after all the evils 
of the world had been released? 

Hope 

4 Also known as Black Tuesday, what name is given to the events in the US which 
occurred on the New York Stock Exchange on 29th October 1929? 

Wall Street Crash 

5 In the human jaw what type of teeth are at either side of the incisors?  Canines 

6 Which country would a car come from with the registration code GBZ?  Gibraltar 

7 Which German based company is known for its high quality Teddy Bears featuring 
their ‘Button in Ear’ trademark? 

Steiff 

8 The Kingdom of Tonga became known as the Friendly Islands because of the 
hospitable reception given to which famous explorer (on his first visit in 1773)? 

Captain Cook 

9 In tailoring, which distinctive V-shaped weaving pattern takes its name due to its 
resemblance to the skeletal appearance of a certain species of fish? 

Herringbone 

10 Which city was regarded as the home of the UK Textile Manufacturing Industry 
earning it the nickname ‘Cottonopolis’? 

Manchester 
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Free Sample Quiz – Questions and Answers 

 

 

ROUND 3 - Themed Round – Books and Literature 
 

1 In which famous novel does the heroine eventually marry Mr. Rochester? Jane Eyre 

2 Which German authors were among the best-known storytellers of folk tales, and 
popularized stories such as ‘Cinderella’, ‘The Frog Prince’ and ‘Rumpelstiltskin’? 

Brothers Grimm 

3 In the rhyme ‘Oranges and Lemons’, how much are the Bells of St. Martins owed? Five Farthings 

4 According to Tennyson’s poem ‘The Charge of the Light Brigade’, how many 
horsemen rode into the valley of death? 
(Half a league, half a league, Half a league onward, All in the valley of Death, Rode 
the six hundred.) 

600 

5 Which novel opens with the line, ‘All children except one grow up’? Peter Pan 

6 In literature, which novel begins with an alien invasion taking place in the Surrey 
town of Woking? 

War of the Worlds 

7 In literature, which (Lewis Carroll) creature was slain with a vorpal blade near the 
Tumtum tree? 

Jabberwocky 

8 Which crime novelist (famed for her Inspector Wexford books) also wrote thrillers 
under the pen name Barbara Vine?  

Ruth Rendell 

9 If you were reading about ‘The Glowing Juniper’, ‘The Kneeling Wheelbarrow’ and 
‘The Rock ‘n’ Roller’, which adult book would you be reading? 

The Kama Sutra 

10 Flopsy, Mopsy and Cotton-Tail are the three sisters of which Beatrix Potter 
character? 

Peter Rabbit 

 

 
 

ROUND 4 – Pot Luck 

 

1 Which well-known song, first featured in a Hollywood musical, begins with the line 
'There may be trouble ahead'? 

Let’s Face The 
Music And Dance 

2 (Associated with the sport of fishing) which four-word expression is used to 
emphasize the fact that someone has been completely deceived or tricked?  

Hook, Line and 
Sinker 

3 On clothing, what instruction is indicated by a square with a circle, either empty or 
with one or two dots inside?  
(Dots refer to heat) 

Tumble Dry 

4 Created in 2012 and with a ceremony similar to the Oscars, who, or what, are the 
recipients of the ‘Golden Collar Awards’? 

Dogs 

5 Often associated with bad luck, which Hebrew prophet gave his name to a book of 
the Old Testament? 

Jonah 

6 Generally associated with a raucous and undisciplined group, what phrase also 
describes a semi-organised group of travelling supporters of the England Cricket 
team?  

Barmy Army 

7 Developed in Switzerland in the early 20th century, what type of exercise is also the 
name of a highly successful 1980’s pop duo?  

Eurythmics 

8 In Greek mythology Cerberus was the dog who guarded the entrance to Hades and 
is generally depicted with how many heads? 

Three 

9 What kind of fish shares its name with a type of hairstyle that was very popular 
during the 1980's? 

Mullet 

10 Assuming a clock chimes the number of times for the hour that it is, how many 
chimes in total would a chiming clock chime during a full day? 

156 

 
TIEBREAKER: 
 
Re: Round 1, Q8 (Repeat Repeat!) 
Q. How many full England caps, in total, did Gary, Phil and Tracy Neville earn?  
A. 225 (Gary 85, Phil 59, Tracey 81 
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Round Four 
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Name: ____________________________________________________ 

 

Rule One: The Quizmasters decision is final in all cases.  Rule Two: In case of dispute refer to rule one! 
 

 
  ROUND ONE                  ROUND TWO                   ROUND THREE                    ROUND FOUR                  TOTAL 

 

Welcome To The Quiz! 
 

-- New Quiz Every Week – Includes Topical and News Questions – 
-- Take a look at the latest Quiz Here -- 

https://quizdemon.co.uk/complete-weekly-quiz-packs/latest-weekly-quiz/

